tionnaire to the pwticipants of the Data
Analysis Workshop last year. Although
not everybcdy reflected on the questionnaire, from the forms which have
been returned It b e m e clear that many
users find the information about MIDAS
published in the Me$sen&rer{the MlOAS
A new extended installation proee- Memo) insufficient. A large majority
dure will be available with the 91MAY would like to obtain more detailed inforrelease of MIDAS. It provides an easy mation, for example in the fom of a
question and answer swslon durlng separate newsletter.
In order to serve the user community
which a customized version of MIDAS,
only inctudtng the application packages better, the Image Processing Group of
required, can be installed. The proce- ESO will start a MlDAS newsletter. We
dure is available for both UNlX and VMS hope to publish the first issue in the
month of May, shortly after the r e W e
systems.
of the 91MAY version of MIDAS, At first,
we will start the newsletter with a
periodicity of two issues per year.
71.16 newsletter will contain various
The Table File System has been extended in order to store arrays at table kinds of information, e.g.:
new commands or command modifiitems. Thii upgrade was required to
cationWlrnprovements;
provide compatibility with the Binary
new packages or upgrades;
3-0 table format being proposd as a
MIDAS installationand perfwmance;
FlTS extension. This format is expected
bugs found and bug ~ I X W
to be used by a number of projects (e.g.
experiences and results obtained;
80SAT for event tables) due to the high
suggestions, criticism;
flciency of the format. Only the very
bask table applications can currently a plans for the future.
It Is not the Intention of the ESO-IPG
manipulate such arrays, The command
syntax of the previous versions is still to be the only group that provldas convalid but the upgraded syntax includes tributions to this newsletter. We would
llke to encourage a11 MIDAS users to
some additions.
An old tabb cm be read and pro- make contributions as well. Obviously,
cessgd by the new Table Flte System. such contributions should be of interest
A command R€rROlTA8lE is provided for the general MlDAS user. Clearly, the
to convert a 3-0table to the old format. emphasis in the newslettw will be on
MlDAS and on its software. However,
since MIDAS is made for data analysis in
5. MlDAS Newsletter
astronomy, the inclusion of some asThe Image Processing Group intendto tronomical results obtained by using the
start a MIDA!3-NewsiBtter with two annu- MlDAS subare is welcome.
We would hereby like to invite you to
al Issues. Inorder to makean inventory of
the MlDAS usageat ESO and the various contribute to the MIDAS newsletter.
other MtOAS sites we passed a ques- Since the first issue will probably appear

easy Implementation of software Into
MIDAS. See the MQAS Environment
Document for a detailed description of
the new directory stntcture.

In the course of May, we would be
happy to receive contributions before
April 1. The contributions should be
submitted as a computer readable
ASCII file In LATEX f m t using the
article style with an 11 pt font. Contributions must be submitted to the
editor Rein Warmels, ESO Image Processing Group (E-mail addresses EARN:
REIN@DGb€SOSl or SPAN: ESO::REIN).

6. Personnel
We are happy to announce that Resy
de Ruijsscher has joined the Image Processing group as technical s e c r w .
She is responsible for documentation
and distribution of MlDAS and will be
your prime contact person for these
matters.

7. MIDAS Hot-Line Senrice
The following MIDAS support senrlCes
can be used to obtain help qulckly when
problems arise:
WRN: MIDAS@DGAESOSI
SPAN: ES0::MtDAS
Eunet: midas@eso.uuep
Internet:midas@eso.org
I FAX.: +49-89-3202362, &I.: MlDAS
HOT-UNE
Tlx.: 52828222 eso d, attn.: MIDAS
HOT-LINE
Td.: +49-89-32006-456
Users are also invited to send us any
suggestions or comments. Albhwgh we
do provide a telephone sewice we ask
users to use R in urgent cases only. To
make it easier for us to procthe
requests properly we ask you, when
possible, to submit quests in written
form either through dectronic networks,
telefax or telex.

Automatic Photometry at La Silla
C.STERKEN, Astrophysical Institute, University of Brussels (VUB), Belgium
3. MANFROID, Institut d 'Astrophysique,UnivemitB de Lihge, Belgium
1. Automatic Telescopes and

Photoelectric Photometry
Automatic telescopes represent a
novel concept leadlng to a radically new
way of planning and conducting observations. Thls Is best illustrated in photoelectric photometry where the human
factor is responsible for errors and for
degraded accuracy. Man, with his slow
reaction tlrne and high tendency to fatigue, certainly cannot compete with a
computer and with ultrafast equipment.

In manually conducted photometric observations, mot of the time Is spent
with the photometer in idle status, when
the observer moves the telescope to the
next star, when the observer is identifying or centring the object, or when he or
she is planning the rest of the night.
Above all there is the problem of
manpower: for each telescope In operation a skllled observer is needed all y e a
round, and this b a major limitation on
the total number of measurements that
can be made.

Especially In dlfferentlal monitoring of
variable stars, short integration time and
short time intervals between successive
measurements are essential for highaccuracy photometry. Fast speed of
measurement also means that a lot of
measurements can be made each night,
and this means that It is much easler to
incorporate many more standard and
constant star measurements. This in
turn leads to more consistent reductions
and higher accuracy and homogenelty
in the data.
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Automatic telescopes are perfectly the observers (a very important factor,
obsewations which do not even for large telescopes where okwvT u i r e decislm that only a h u m Ing runs are shorter and where there Is a
operator oan take. This does not mean faster turnaround of observers), and Is a
that complex dmlsions cannot be h- more economy-emdent solution than
ken: computers can be programmed to remote control obsmtng.
Automatic telescopes, spgclflcalty
execute evaluations well beyond the
capachy of a human observer in terms bultt for o b s d n g without human
of complexity and speed. This Includes aselstance, will always have m edge
decision-Wing aocordlng to the o w wnventbnal telescopes, even wer
accomplished part d the prcgramrned those which are computer oontrolled,
task, and Interaction with data corning since they can move more quickly from
star to star. Dedicated telescopes such
h n on-line reduction,
Automatic telesxpee are of course as the wmmerclally available APT'S
suited for observations beyond photo- (Automatic PhotometricTelescopes) are
metry,but photometry has been a test optimal in this respect slnce they take
ground for the first telesmpe ofthis kind only a few seconds for pointing and
because c h i d photometric o b w a - oentrlng. Automatizedtelescopes on the
ttons are easy to p m r m , and the fleld other hand suffer from their large inertial
of application ewn on bright stars Is momentum and need tens of seconds to
B i ~ n t l and
c
In the classical approach flnd and centre a star. Roughly speakneeds a large amount of manpower. In ing, a quarter to half of the possible
adition, complete automatization obewlng time Is I&, and the Intwal
eliminates travet and lodging costs of M w m n suocessive star paintings is
W b d far

-

-

-

roughly twice as long as it could be, so
that larger changes in the atmosphdc
condltlons will Intemm.

2. Our Experience wlth an Automatized ManualTelescope
The SAT (Str6mgren Automatic Telescope, Florentin NIelsen et al., 1987) Is
the name given to the ESO Danish 60cm telescope after tt was refublshed
and prwlded with full computer control.
The SAT has now been used for several
years with considerable success. It Is
mentially a mission instrument where
as a rule each o b s e w gets a few
weeks observing tlme per run. A rather
flexibte programming language was developed, and It is the responsibility of
the uset to code his observing sequences for each night, and hence each
obwwer programmes the telescope in
hb own way. The mutt is that the SAT is
functioning essentially in the same way
as beforemomation, but that it Isfaster
and has a larger output. However, when
compared to dedkated APTs I t s typlcral
settingtlme of 30 seconds Is pretty tong.
A trlg advantage of the SAT {over any
existlng APT) is its four-channel photom e m which allows the measumrnent in
the four Str6mgren bands at the same
time. Moreover, HB photometry can be
performed by simply commanding the
turning of a tevar to enter the Hp mode
whbh yields Jmuttanmus measunements In the two fl bands. Hence the
slowness of the talescope motion Is
largely compensated by the simultaneity
of the measurementsin the different dours, and by full-time availabjllty of the
Hp mode.
Programming the SAT in an dcient
way requims a thorough knowledge of
the language, and an evaluation of all
possible situations that can be expected
during the night. Any programme will
contain several loops and mndltlonal
evaluations. Since observing runs are of
relatively shott duration, few astronomers make the Molt to thoroughly study
the progmmmlng language. They either
construct short programmedsquencea
and monitor the telesoope all night, or
they hastlly wrlte a poor programme,
and leave the telescope unattended for
many hwrs. This frequently leads to
inferlor results becase standard stars
are sometimes observed at too hlgh airmasam, or because a critical phase of
an eclipsing binary ha8 been mlssed.
Our experlenoe shows that, for a simitar
observing programme, the average airmass over a full night is l m r In automatic mode by systematlc8lly 0.05 to
0.15. Since the SAT telescope Is a small
Instrument, with many stars having
more than 5 mmg photon notse, the
policy Is to Increase the number of in-

tegratlons for the fainter stars. This is a
rub which is easily forgotten when programming the sequence In automatic
mode. especially If the telescope is used
by people with Ilmlted obseruring ex*$
ence in photometry.
In the framework of the Long Term
Photomw of Variables programme at
ESO (Starken, 1QW), a lot of observing
time has been attributed on the SAT.
Several obsewek have carried out the
observations with varying degrees of
success. Each obsefver had about one
month of observing time, and would d e
sign the programme on the spot (eventually along the lines of a programme
made by a predecessor).
The graph shown h Figure 1 glves the
rms value of the differential results obtained for pdrs of constant stars having
more than 10 measurements. This is
probably the best estimate of the overall
accuracy of each run. All obsewations
occurred according to the same instructions, except for the first and last run,
whlch are the only runs carried out by
the same observer (C.S., but wlth a very
different obsenring prnramrne).The run
indicated wlth s cross is an observing
run m e d out at the ESO 60-cm telescope, and Is given for refwence only.
"Automatic' operation started In December 1987. R Is clear that rather large
variatkns occur between the DANSO
and SAT block of runs (In spite of completely comparable observing missions).
Though we cannot rule out a hardware effect,
such as an incorrect centring procedure (whleh In the case of a
apectrophotometer of thls type would
introduce larger scatter), we think that a

large factor affecthg the overall aocuracy of the result may probably be found
in the programmation of the SAT. The
worst cases were obtained by fnexperlenced astronomers who wanted to write
long programmes and leave the tele@mpealone dudng a major part of the
nlght. R is absolutely necessary to do
such programmlng very carefully and
test the code exhaustively in order to
avoid unpteasant errors. This shows the
importance of the soilware In developing APT systems. A lot of piannlng has
to be done before efflclent observations
are carried out. We conclude that automatic telescopes are an improvement
only when they are bdng pmgramrned
by obsenrers who have extensive Mperience in manually conducted observatlons.

telligence" is needed. The similarity with
satellite operatlon Is striking.
(il) A good progmmming language Is
not wough. Not only the instructions
given by the astronomer must make
sense, also the command files written
by the user or the controller should be
complete and wdl-tested.
(iil) Refurbishing an old telesoow for
automatic operation Is not the only sdutlon. The costs of retrofitting may even
be comparable to tho cost of buildhg or
buying a very compact specifically-designed photomettic telescope.
Implantdon and operation costs of
automatic telescopes of the one-metre
class we very small cornpard to the
scientific return. Such photomdric telescopes are fundamental as support for
large ground-based telescopes and as more and more astronomers have
found out during the last years atso for
observations from space, In addltlon,
they can perform tasks that are too tedious to be undertaken by astronomers,
such as monitoring of objects during
several months, Moreover, such telescopes can be Ilnked In a local or global
network. A cluster of small automatlc
telescopes at ESO may become a crucial node in such a global network, and
eventually pravlde a unique opportunity
for Europaan astronomers for collecting
photometric data.

-

3. Conclusion
The SAT telescope unveils the promises of automatic telescopm. It is a substantial improvement compared to the
old Danlsh 50-cm configuration In almost every aspect. The experience we
got on the SAT is certainly pdtlve, but
we belleve that most of the problemswe
encountered would not appear In the
APT environment.
Three major lessons have hmn
learned.
(I)Automatic telescapes are only as
good as tha software that runs them.
The programmlng language has to be
hlghly sopfiistlcat~dto allow very flaxible operation during the obsewations.
This is a clear example of a situation
where expert-systems or "artificial In-
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New Literature in the La Silla Library
Excerptfrom TORUS by James Follett (Mandarin Paperbacks, London 1990),p. 205 to 217)

'. ..Them were more debrations at the
end of 1989 when the excamon d W line
of f w r thirty-metre-square pits was completed. Each of the huge pits was twenty
metres deap. The modd of the finished telescope In Ute planning office showed the four
telescopes that made up the system aiming
thelr l a m frameworks at the heavens Ilk8
the projectors of a science- fiction battle
crulser In a btg budget space movie,
It was the fimt telescope and not due to
atart observation work untll 18W.The entire
system of the four linked Wescopes with
their giant ten-metre dismeter mlrrors was
not scheduted to be fully operational until
2002. DIsm oould only wonder at the determlnathn of a people who, In Wlr ceaseless
quest for knowledga, were prepared to
spend such vast m n t s of money and reswrces. And it wasn't only the Soviets; glant

...

telescopes were being bull! all wer the
PwMc by different natlons, such as the
mighty Geck telescope on Hawaii, dthough
none rivalled the Kuro MuMpie Mirror instrument that Diem's ernployem were building.

...

Hundreds of computer-controlled actuators hooftedto the back of the giant floppy
mlmr to rnaintaln Its psrabdic cuwe providing ~~ntlnuous
compensatlon for dlstortions caused by wind, temperature change9
and gravity. It was the design breakthrough
that had made the ten-metre supertelescow ~ t b l e . "
Uke the person In this science tlctlcm p a
perback playing in the late iQWs,dld you
never wm& at the real reason why we are
prepared to sink so much money into supertelescopes? Here the stunning answer Is rswaled, together with destgn details that were

-

blfl now not available in the open ltterature.
Read all about CCDs, active optics, 8lte
selection techniques, m i m making and
much mom at a level you understand. The
first two h u m page9 are a bR dreary and
mnslst of the usual staff thrillers are made oE
determined men, beautiful women, violence
and sex. After having plodded through this
part, yw'l ba rewarded by insighte into VLT
budget f t l e s and pemnalltiesof some key
personnel.
Insiders will easily see through bobvious
trick to replace ESO by a certain m n b y and
wlll have fun matchlng the book's characters
(communists, croob and m d sdenthts,
sornetlmes all at -1)
with their fSC1 muk
terparts. The ending of the nwet is not to be
revealed here. Let ii s u m to say that it ends
like dl mad scientist projects.
H.OEKKER, ESO

